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A blockchain backed purchasing management application for business automation.
INNOVATE, BUY BETTER!



Register as an application pilot
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ISSUES
What is the problem?


The primary expenses facing companies are related to purchases and consume up to 80% of the total budget.
The current supply chain process is full of tedious and time consuming tasks for the purchasing department.
The lack of transparency (parts certification-counterfeited parts), speed, security, and automation can lead
to huge losses for companies and cause catastrophic delays in their sales, and can even jeopardize their
customers safety.








Solution
How we solve it.


We provide to businesses a blockchain backed purchasing management application to give them a simple way to
handle their supply chain process. Businesses will be autonomous to improve their sale margins and secure
their own data. The use of blockchain in the supply chain has the potential to improve transparency and traceability while also lowering administrative expenses. The first blockchain application, Bitcoin, sparked significant blockchain testing, particularly in financial sectors. In recent years, bitcoin trading robots have dramatically enhanced the value of bitcoins. Check out the trading plattformen im test guide, which offers information on a number of reputable trading platforms that has been filtered based on the outcomes of the demo trading performance.













IT PLATFORM


A powerful IT platform that provides real time business analysis and meaningful and reliable support
for our users through their supply chain process.
















PARTS TRACEABILITY


A blockchain technology to track every part or component in any industry which brings trust between
supply chain’s parties.
















SMART PURCHASES


Smart contracts technology is in the heart of the GSC Platform’s ecosystem to provide automation,
speed, and trust in businesses between purchasers, suppliers and freight forwarders.
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The mission
of GSC Platform
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Last Updates
GSC Platform










The GSC Platform team is pleased to announce that we have joined the Trace Alliance and we are excited to learn more and share our knowledge and experiences..

Read













GSC Platform aims to bring an unprecedented level of safety to the aviation market with the usage of blockchain technology. Track and trace facilitated through the GSC Platform Blockchain will enable end-to-end visibility for companies in the maintenance..

Read













ETC is an acronym for Ethereum Classic, a project originating from Ethereum. Given the highly speculative nature of the cryptocurrency market, Ethereum is considered to be the next cryptocurrency to explode 2024. The implementation of the project started after the famous DAO hack of Ethereum.

Read
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